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editorial

Supporting what is new is very important to me,
whether I�m supporting people trying to start their
own magazine or supporting writers in the pages
of Mosaic.

Recently, I met with other literary-minded maga-
zines to discuss our individual ventures. Facing
the reality that there is strength in numbers,  we
decided to form a collective out of our common,
yet individual goals and move forward together:
Anansi: Fiction of the African Diaspora,
www.aalbc.com/anansi.htm; African Voices,
www.africanvoices.org and Mosaic Literary
Magazine, www.mosaicbooks.com, will remain
separate entities but work together to continue
to bring you new and fresh voices in Black lit-
erature. Look for other progressive literary pub-
lications to join in soon.

Continuing with what�s new, in this issue, we in-
terview award-winning first-time author Marci
Blackman. She recently won the American Li-
brary Association�s Gay, Lesbian, Bi-sexual and
Transgendered Book Award for her excellent
debut novel, Po Man�s Child. In our main fea-
ture, �The Souls of Black Folk,� we profiled nine
�new� writers who our editors believe will have
a strong voice in Black literature for years to
come.

I hope you enjoy what�s new in this issue. We
plan to add several new features in the months
ahead in an effort to continually bring you the
full spectrum of Black literature and its greater
community.

Ron Kavanaugh
Publisher
Mosaic Literary Magazine
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sometimes you
get the bear

India Savage Anderson is a writer who resides in Chicago, Illinois.

Tara Betts� poetry has been published in Dialogue, Rhapsody in Black, and
Power Lines: A Decade of Poetry from Chicago�s Guild Complex.

Duval is a closet writer living in and loving  Brooklyn, NY.

Trent Fitzgerald is a New Jersey native and freelance book/music journalist
and critic. He is a staff writer for HitPage.com and presently lives in New York
City.

Robert Fleming is  the author of  several books including The Wisdom of the
Elders. He recently published The African American Writer�s Handbook: How
To Get In Print and Stay In Print. He lives in New York City.

Bridgette Gayle is a freelance promotional writer for TP Records Inc.
in New York City. Currently, she is working on a novel about political resis-
tance of Black women.

Anasuya Isaacs is a poet, screenwriter, freelance journalist, actress and teacher.
She is a graduate of Oberlin College in Ohio.

Troy Johnson is the owner and webmaster of www.aalbc.com.

Ron Kavanaugh sleeps  and eats in the Bronx.

Damion Mannings is  the new editorial/media coordinator at Scholastic Books
and a regular contributor to Mosaic.

E. Ethelbert Miller is Director of the African American Resource Center at
Howard University, Washington, DC. He is author of several books of poetry
and editor of In Search of Color Everywhere and the upcoming Fathering
Words: The Making of an African American Writer.

Akilah Monifa is a freelance writer living in Oakland, CA. She has been
published in QBR, Lesbian Review of Books, Lambda Book Report, The Laven-
der Salon Reader and The San Francisco Bay Times.

Lenard D. Moore is founder and executive director of the Carolina African
American Writers� Collective and teaches poetry writing at North Carolina
State University.  He is a Cave Canem fellow and recipient of the 1997 Mar-
garet Walker Creative Writing Award.

[  c  o  n  t  r  i  b  u  t  o  r  s  ]
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Leah Mullen is a freelance writer who resides in the Bedford Stuyvesant
section of Brooklyn. Leah�s articles have appeared in a number of pub-
lications  including: The Daily Challenge, Sisters in Motion, and The New
York World.

Sadeqa Y. Murray is  currently at work on both a  children�s series and
an adult novel. She has a degree in communications and handles pub-
licity for children�s books.

Gregory Powell is a poet from Birmingham, Alabama. He recently com-
pleted his first collection of poetry, Firstfruits.

Cynthia Ray is a freelance writer living in Brooklyn who originally (and
proudly) hails from the Southside of Chicago. She is also the new man-
aging editor of Mosaic.

Carla Robinson is a freelance writer, actress, and avid traveller living in
Harlem, New York. Her most recent work includes entertainment pieces
for mosaec.com, a screenplay, and the creation of Angela, an upcoming
natural hair magazine for Black women.

Kalamu ya Salaam is the founding director of Nommo Literary Society,
an  African American writers workshop in New Orleans; and moderator
of Cyberdrum, a listserv for Black writers and diverse supporters of lit-
erature. Salaam can be reached at  kalamu@aol.com.

Rone Shavers is a writer, editor, member of PEN American Center�s
Open Book Program, and a contributing editor to Mosaic.

Nichole Shields is an award-winning poet and is the author of One
Less Road to Travel.  She is the cofounder of Chicago Writers Collective:
A Community of Writers and FLOW (For Love of Writing).

Kireema Sprowal is a performance poet from Philadelphia.

nikki terry is a native of Baltimore, Maryland. She is a recent liberal arts
graduate from The New School University in Manhattan.

Kelwyn Wright, a Milwaukee based writer, is the webmaster for
www.theworldebon.com.
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Glenville Lovell
by Duval

There is a daily emergence of artists and writers hailing from the Caribbean,
all serving us with visions of beautiful beaches, flora and fauna. I recently
had the pleasure to speak with Glenville Lovell, a writer who offers these
treats and more. In his tales of beautiful island villages and colorful charac-
ters, the images are painted so vividly you would actually believe you were
in a scene from one of his novels. Lovell is the author of Fire In the Canes and
Song of Night. Truly a renaissance man, he�s also made a name for himself as
a professional dancer and an award winning playwright with productions
that have been performed in both the U.S. and Barbados.

Born in the tiny village of Scott Providence, Barbados in 1955, Lovell spent
his childhood as a loner. This solitude gave him time to contemplate life and
the universe.  During this time, he would also write poetry and read anything
he could find. His first trip to the U.S. was in the winter of 1979, when he
danced at Superbowl XIII as part of the half-time show. He returned to the
States the next summer and joined the Eleo
Pomare Dance Company in New York for a two
year period. He also attended the City College
of New York where he received an M.A. in cre-
ative writing.

The influences of Toni Morrison, with her ability
to weave history, romance, and mystery into one
story, and Gabriel Garcia Marquez�s, One Hun-
dred Years of Solitude, with its mix of magical re-
alism and fantasy, steered Lovell towards being a
writer. As a child growing up in Barbados, Lovell
remembers being told myths, folklore, and tales
of the supernatural. With his literary influences
and the stories from his youth, he gained the
courage to create his own works based on the storytelling tradition of his
homeland. In his books, Lovell often uses a storyteller in the village as the

(cont. on page 44)
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Shay Youngblood
by Cynthia Ray

When I arrive at the quaint café in the East Village to meet Shay Youngblood, I
wonder if she has chosen this place because it reminds her of Paris, or because
of its proximity to where she will read from her new novel, Black Girl in Paris,

later that evening. Regardless of the reason, the setting is
apropos�relatively quiet, with comfortable chairs and few
customers. Over cups of peppermint tea, our conversa-
tion begins.

Shay�s need for self-expression first surfaced during child-
hood when she wrote about her outrage at unjust soci-
etal conditions. When she entered graduate school to
learn the craft of playwriting, it was an opportunity for
her to be exposed to different writers from other cul-
tures with a variety of writing styles. �I think that�s what
really stretched my imagination and made me want to
experiment more with language and with form.� She

continues, �It�s much more challenging to do something I haven�t done before,
and for me that means trying out different genres and telling stories I haven�t
seen.�

While the novel is the current format for her creative outlet, Shay Youngblood
earned an MFA in playwriting from Brown University and has penned several
plays; Shakin� the Mess out of Misery, Amazing Grace, Talking Bones, Square Blues,
and a volume of poetry, One Red Shoe. Shay has enjoyed success and satisfac-
tion with this body of work. Her plays are still being widely performed and  she
wrote the screenplay for one of her stage plays when it was optioned by Sidney
Poitier. Although she has also adapted her book of short stories for the stage,
Shay takes a different position about the possibility of doing the same with her
novels. �I really feel that The Big Mama Stories was a special case. But Soul Kiss is
such an interior journey that I just couldn�t imagine it on the screen.� This award-
winning dramatist and author has moved almost seamlessly between genres and

(cont. on page 48)
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Natasha Tarpley
by Bridgette Gayle

Natasha Tarpley�s memoir, Girl in the Mirror:
Three Generations of Black Women in Motion,
takes an intimate journey through her maternal
lineage. It had been a while since I read a good
book with such depth and dimension and it
brought to mind Maya Angelou�s I Know Why
the Caged Bird Sings.

Focusing on the title of the book, I asked Tarpley
who is �the girl in the mirror?� �She is a reflec-
tion of our past and our possibilities for the fu-
ture.� Tarpley states the girl in the mirror represents the women who are
constants in her life�her grandmothers, mother, aunts, and sisters�the
ones who teach her life lessons. �Their love anchors and sustains me. I see
all of these women in my own reflection.�  Tarpley continues, �It�s like peel-
ing back the layers of years and defenses we�ve built up until we return to
that place where we are small, where the little girl in all of us still lives.�

In Girl In the Mirror past, present, and future are like links of a chain, each
link building upon the other to make the whole strong. I asked Tarpley
about these links, the lives of her grandmother and mother, and how they�ve
affected her self-image. She found similarities, �echoes�, as Tarpley describes
it, in the choices she, her mother, and her grandmother have made in ro-
mantic relationships. They all struggled with loving the men in their lives,
were always asking themselves if they were good enough or if they were to
blame for their men�s loveless actions. �Each of us look[ed] to men to pro-
vide a sense of completion and fulfillment that we needed to discover within
ourselves. The sacred spaces we created within ourselves for ourselves. I
don�t blame myself anymore. I�m learning to identify what I want and need
in a relationship.� For Tarpley the process of learning to value indepen-
dence began with the physical journeys of her grandmother and mother.
Her grandmother left the South bound for Chicago. Her mother left Chi-
cago after Tarpley�s father died, taking Tarpley and her three siblings to

(cont. on page 49)
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asha bandele
by Tara Betts

asha bandele�s voice is an outline of sincerity, that genuine sister who is always
looking out and looking for new ways to grow. Of course, you can�t just say that
because she�s garnering so much praise for her memoir, The Prisoner�s Wife, or
because she�s completing the final month of her pregnancy as she and her hus-
band, Rashid, anticipate the birth of their child. asha has that breathy voice wrapped
in some homegirl manners, a voice that wields a fist slamming a system that con-
demns and criminalizes people before they exit the womb. asha talks with that kind
of passion because the lives of Black people are hers, her child�s.

On a Sunday morning in March, asha picks up the phone in her Brooklyn home.
Her schedule has been pretty tight, but asha has always been busy. Her writing,
contacting Rashid and preparing for her baby�s arrival seems to be the major con-
cerns of her life. Her writing reflects all of these aspects  and culminate in The
Prisoner�s Wife, the story of how she met, grew to love and married Rashid, who is
serving a 15 years-to-life prison term.

Her first book, Absence in the Palms of My Hands & Other Poems (Harlem River
Press), was an introspective journey that she began as a master�s degree candidate
at the New School in Manhattan. When she eventually finished her master�s de-
gree at Bennington College, it was clear where her conviction stood. As a writer
heavily influenced by Audre Lorde, she finished Absence and continued to exam-
ine other influences on her work.

When I realize what & who propels me/& a nation
of poets past language & into life/will once more
be whited out ignored unimportant undiscussed
perhaps a  footnote willfully forgotten/bcuz the new
school ain�t nuthin but the old school-�Rage� from
Absence in the Palms of My Hands

�You have people�s writing that influences you,
but people�s traditions, values and spirits influ-
ence you too,� asha notes. She rifles through a
list of names you would expect to hear from such

(cont. on page 44)
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Brian Keith Jackson
by Damion Mannings

Brian Keith Jackson stands out. The subtle hues of his copper-orange shirt buoy in a sea
of black when we meet in a Greenwich Village restaurant. It also gets the attention of the
owner, an attractive woman, who greets him like an old friend. �Before I sold my first
book I was the brunch manager here.� He continues, �I wouldn�t recommend anyone
give up his or her job to become a writer but if someone can stop you then you probably
shouldn�t be a writer anyway.� Jackson should know. After receiving fellowships from Art
Matters, The Jerome Foundation, and The Millay Colony for the Arts, he recently com-
pleted his third novel.

The art of storytelling is renown in the South and a tradition among African-Americans.
In Monroe, Louisiana, where Jackson spent his childhood, the oral testaments of his
great-grandmother provided him with the narrative of his lineage. The front porch was
often a salon where he would venture �to hear stories about [himself].� As an only child,
Jackson enjoyed the society of his elders and attributes his �style and manners� to them.
These gatherings evoke an exquisite voice in his writing that undulates with the ca-
dences of the South: colloquial, fierce, and lyrical.  Jackson�s approach is �to write stories
so the reader can jump in and feel that they are involved� and not alienated from the

fictional realm he creates. The disclosure of secrets and
fears, joys and aspirations manifested by his characters,
take the reader on a journey where emancipation oc-
curs from the dramas that bind.

Jackson�s debut novel�a poignant exploration of the
domestic trials of a Southern family�The View From Here,
(Pocket Books, 1997), won the Literary Award for First
Fiction given each year by the Black Caucus of the Ameri-
can Library Association. Comparisons made to such lit-
erary predecessors may be true�Zora Neale Hurston or
Alice Walker may come to mind. Walking Through Mir-
rors (Pocket Books, 1998) followed and received national
acclaim. Walking dealt with the emotional landscape of
a young man returning home to bury his father.

If home is where the heart is, Jackson shows us that when
hearts are broken, home may not always be the place to
seek refuge. �So many things happen before we are born

(cont. on page 21)
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Joan Morgan-Murray
by Carla Robinson

If you sit in Ozzie�s long enough, you�ll get to rub elbows with super-mommies who
keep their toddlers content by feeding them bits of bagel, gruff old men who peruse
the Times over the least fanciful coffee blends, and pink haired twenty-somethings
who look like daytrippers from downtown Manhattan.  Sit a little longer, and a breath
of fresh air that originated in the South Bronx, Joan Morgan-Murray, might greet you.
This Park Slope, Brooklyn coffeehouse is her spot, and she
never seems out of context.  No matter who might occupy
the chair next to hers, she very much belongs.  She absorbs
whatever incongruous elements surround her.  It is a qual-
ity that is evident in her as a person, and as a writer.

In 1999, after nearly ten years of pumping out up-close-
and-personals of the Black glitterati for magazines includ-
ing Vibe and Essence, Morgan-Murray published When
Chickenheads Come Home to Roost, in which she exam-
ines Black feminism�s place in the world of hip-hop.  Or is it
hip-hop�s place in the world of Black feminism?  The sub-
ject matter is complex and affords no single solution.  Neither does Chickenheads, and
Morgan-Murray is satisfied with that because before her book, few could even con-
ceive of such a discussion.

She is keenly aware that her work has served as a catalyst.  �I�ve had so many men call
me on talk shows and radio shows, and I know they weren�t sitting around talking
about this stuff [prior to Chickenheads], at least not publicly.  I read articles now that
talk about hip-hop feminism and I laugh.  When I first put this book out, my editors
were like �what the hell is that?��  What it is is a full-blown exploration of many issues
that she has touched upon, as much as she could, in her articles over the years.  �It�s
hard to get in issues of in-depth feminism if you�re doing a celebrity profile on Puffy,�
says Morgan-Murray, �I needed a space to talk about all this other stuff and the book
was the only format that was really going to do that for me.�

Yet she was driven to write the book because she is a reader and a thinker, not be-
cause she is a writer.  Chickenheads was born out of a need �to pick it up in a book-
store and read it�.  I would probably have been just as happy to read this book and
participate in discussion as I was to create it.�  Perhaps this desire to open dialogue, as
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(cont. on page 45)
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Farai Chideya
by Cynthia Ray
    While still in her early twenties, Farai Chideya
wrote the 1995 book entitled Don�t Believe the Hype:
Fighting Cultural Misinformation About African-Ameri-

cans. In it, she tackled weighty sub-
ject matter and admirably ham-
mered away at many of the Ameri-
can media�s most commonly used
facts and figures about the socio-
economic status of black citizens. By
researching and analyzing the data,
she found that there was more to the
story than just pure percentages. In
1999, Farai examined the inevitable
change in American demographics

with her book, The Color of Our Future, which she
called �a racial book with a generational angle.�
    Since cutting her journalistic teeth with media ma-
jor leaguers including Newsweek, MTV and CNN,
Farai Chideya has established herself even more
widely as a keen observer, chronicler and reporter
of American culture and lifestyle. �I think that the
kind of writing I do incorporates some anthropology,
some sociology, some literature. I believe that jour-
nalism can be interdisciplinary.�
    In the past decade, her byline has appeared in
The New York Times, SPIN, and Essence, among oth-
ers. She has also contributed to VIBE as its National
Affairs Editor. Currently, Farai serves as a political and
cultural analyst for ABC News.
    Clearly this Harvard-educated, award-winning
journalist is hitting her mark.

Nikky Finney
by Tara Betts
    Stir Nikky Finney�s words
into the pot boiling to create
the gumbo that is Black Ameri-
can culture. Finney explores
the beauty and the characters
she has created only by living
and knowing them. Although
her acclaim has been built as
a poet, Finney released Heart-
wood, (University Press of
Kentucky), as a novel of inter-

connected stories about the inhabitants of small Ken-
tucky communities.
    Her first book of poetry, On Wings Made of Gauze
(William Morrow), appeared in 1985. Ten years later,
Finney released her collection of verse entitled Rice,
(Sister Vision, Black Women & Women of Color
Press), with tiny packets of rice, a staple at every
dinner she eats with her family. Her poems brush a
panorama of imagery across the canvas of each
reader�s brain with the simplest of words, pure and
natural.
    Nikky Finney undoubtedly represents herself as
a proud Southern sister�one who was born in
Conway, South Carolina, later attended college in
Alabama, and eventually settled in Lexington, Ken-
tucky. She is one of the founding members of the
Affrilachian Poets and is currently on hiatus from
her assistant professorship at the University of Ken-
tucky.

Philippe Wamba
by Ron Kavanaugh
    Although some know
the struggles of being bi-
racial, many of us are not
aware of the bi-cultural
phenomenon many
Blacks face today in
America.  Born in Africa, Philippe Wamba�s early life
was split between his birthplace of Der es Salaam,
Tanzania and Boston, Massachusetts. Wamba bril-
liantly captures this upbringing in his 1999 memoir,
Kinship: A Family�s Journey In Africa and America.
    In Kinship Wamba not only chronicles his life and
personal experiences but the history of Africa, Black
America�s desire for a relationship with Africa and

the myths and realities of modern day Af-
rica. While debunking myths about his
homeland, Wamba enlightens us to the
truths of modern day Africa.
     A magna cum laude graduate from Har-
vard University, Wamba received a master�s
degree from the Columbia University
School of Journalism. He has written for
many publications in the United States and
in Europe. He lives in the United States and
works for Africana.com.

(photo credits; Philippe Wamba: Yunus
Steiner, Nikky Finney: Reatha Fowler)
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Poetry Cookers
by Gregory Powell

Family women conjure me images in Sunday Hats

& simmering caste-iron pots.

In sugar bowls & silver thimbles,

they stir poems too strong to be swallowed,

These poems come, they say, in their own time, their own season.

From their particular-worded mouths

comes my morning bread of metaphors & similes.

Through their eyes giving is art.

Between steaming pots of collards & mustards

they never have a spare second to elbow pieces of themselves together.

They can never say, �this is who I am, brown-faced, earthly.  Complete

without husband without children.�

They can never sit under a juniper tree,

wondering if what they�ve planted in season & out of season

will result in personal harvests.

Between ironing sheets as stiff as their backs,

sewing quilts with threads of song,

they could conceal themselves in complex shoulder bags

with leather straps & a million silver zippers.

Instead, they sing from flute-drawn throats

images

which trouble the midnight waters.

[  p  o  e  m  ]
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that we never know about, and unless these issues
are dealt with by parents, they go from generation to
generation,� Jackson says. Memories bring pain to
his characters who must look closely at each other
and realize that to confront is to overcome, and that
tears grant catharsis, not only despair. Lessons that
come from telling and retelling reaffirm what we know
now and always have known. Jackson�s writing re-
sounds with the clarity of one who has been there,
done that, and must now trudge to the altar to con-
fess all.
    �If you are going to be a writer, it�s going to be
hell, know that,� Jackson warns, as he talks about the
process of writing and getting published. He does not
seek inspiration from books or have a favorite au-
thor, but Jackson does acknowledge the importance
of his contemporaries and their work. He believes
that �you can read all you want and be inspired, but
if you don�t do the work, it is never going to hap-
pen.� After the completion of his first manuscript,
Jackson found an agent who got him a deal. Easy it
wasn�t. Jackson says, �I didn�t have a dime, and I

couldn�t afford postage. I had to walk with my manu-
scripts and drop them off.�
    While writers are published with the intention that
they will net excellent profits for their publishers, and
gain acknowledgment for their artistry, they must also
be involved with the business of their craft, and be
aware of the many forces that get their books into stores:
marketing, advertising, and publicity. Jackson �works
hard when [his] books are out there.�  Most of his suc-
cess has been generated from word of mouth. The ef-
fort that Jackson puts into his work is rewarding be-
cause the process of creating excites and stimulates him.
�What I am doing is not ephemeral, and I don�t want it
to be ephemeral. I want it to go on, and that�s the great
thing about books.�
    The day before this interview, Jackson completed his
third novel, The Queen of Harlem, his first New York
City-based book, a la �Breakfast at Tiffany�s,� and one
that navigates issues of identity and perception. �To do
anything worthwhile,� he states, �you have to make
time to be still.� And it is from this stillness that he pre-
sents to us unforgettable characters that linger in our
minds. H

brian keith jackson

Omar Tyree

Sweet St. Louis
A Novel

Author of  A Do Right Man and Single Mom

In Sweet St. Louis, when Anthony Poole drops his
latest line �A piece of me for a piece of you,� on
Sharon Francis, the only question is; How do we make
that journey last? For the answer to that question and
other questions on black love and togetherness, read
Sweet St. Louis.

   A gift of love to you.
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Marci Blackman is an African American queer writer and a relative newcomer to the publishing

world. She started writing Po Man�s Child on January 1st 1996 at midnight, after carrying it

around in her head for years. The start date was a conscious decision on the author�s part

because she grew up hearing the family mythology that whatever you are doing at the first of the

year at midnight is what you�ll be doing for the rest of the year. She thought it an apt time to start

writing and wanted the tools of her ancestors to help her.

storyteller
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Marci Blackman

by Akilah Monifa

[  o  n   t  h  e   v  e  r  g  e  ]
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While her previous experience includes co-editing the
anthology, Beyond Definition: New Writing from Gay
and Lesbian San Francisco and writing a few short sto-
ries and poems that were published in other antholo-
gies, it�s Po Man�s Child that has received rave reviews.
OUT Magazine says it � . . . reads like �A Raisin in the
Sun� on acid�or perhaps Thorazine.� I more like
what the Albuquerque Weekly had to say: �The liter-
ary accomplishment demonstrated in this debut novel,
indicates that Blackman could be the next Toni
Morrison. Or Katherine Dunn. Or William Faulkner.
Or, plainly put, Marci Blackman.�

 Blackman found the vehicle to move Po Man�s Child
along while reading an Associated Press newswire
story in the newspaper about teenage sex workers in
Brazil who had cut themselves. It was a widespread
phenomenon and was happening among girls who
didn�t know each other and were not a part of any
cult or club. When folks began to inquire and exam-
ine about why the self-mutilation was happening, the
girls stated they were cutting themselves to feel.

The idea of the character of �Po� began to develop
for Blackman soon after she read the story. Po be-
comes numb at seven years old and cuts herself with
a paring knife � . . . to feel. To prove to . . . [herself]
that she could.�  Po�s late Aunt Florida, also a dyke
like Po, believed that their family had a particular pro-
pensity for mental illness, a.k.a. �the curse�, which
manifested itself differently in various family mem-
bers. The penchant for self-inflicted pain was alleg-
edly derived from their slave ancestor Uncle George.
In his attempts to run away, and upon his capture,
George made it his obligation to inflict more pain upon
himself than his master did in punishing him.

Po Man�s Child, is filled with wondrous characters like
Gooch Johnson, Uncle Ray, Great Grandma Shirley
Po, (for whom Po may have been named), Hmm
Hmm, Try Try, Debbie, Bobbie, Onya, Po�s parents

and her S/M partner and girlfriend, Mary. The story,
set mainly in Ohio from 1970 to 1991, weaves back
and forth with snippets in slavery times and the child-
hood years of Po�s parents and other relatives.

Besides her writing career, Marci Blackman has trav-
eled with �Sister Spit�s Ramblin� Road Show,� since
1997. The show features twelve women performing
original works of fiction and poetry at various open
mics. Reading from the book on the �Spit�s� tour gave
her a chance to develop it, get feedback on parts of
the book that needed work, and work on the struc-
ture. Blackman says that Po Man�s Child is about heal-
ing and learning and realizing that the power to heal
comes from within. It is �one family�s healing from
historical, physical, and emotional wounds. An insight
into the tragedy of the American family.�

Blackman read very little fiction while writing Po Man�s
Child because she felt that it was hard to keep her
own voice and not have other voices infiltrate the
story. The aforementioned comparison to Toni
Morrison is apt since Blackman credits her for having
a powerful effect on her as a woman and as a writer.
She also gives props to Dorothy Allison and Alice
Walker. Blackman�s style has also been derived from
and influenced by Gabriel García Marquez, Chinua
Achebe, Isabel Allende, Jorge Luis Borges, and Will-
iam Faulkner. In her opinion, these writers broke the
mold regarding how writers write and how they tell
stories.

In Po Man�s Child, Blackman has a chapter entitled
Beloved and has included nods to other literary fig-
ures. Her description of the image of woman walking
around, her arms constantly in the air is reminiscent
of the phlegm ghost from 100 Years of Solitude. The
works of Maya Angelou and Zora Neale Hurston, as
well as Paula Giddings�s When and Where I Enter and
Elaine Brown�s, A Taste of Power served to inspire
Blackman. While she used the nonfiction titles for re-
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Po Man�s Child
by Marci Blackman
Manic D Press

A chokecherry tree. That�s what I told Mary I wanted
her to put on my back. Over the years, the numbness
had gotten worse. Guess I figured since I couldn�t feel
anything as it was, there might as well be a reason.

    �I want a tree,� I whispered, staring up at the ceil-
ing.
    �What, baby?� she answered, nuz-
zling her nose into the nape of my neck.
    �A tree. A chokecherry, like Sethe�s.�
    �Like who?� she asked, groggily.
    �Like Sethe�s in Beloved, that book
by Toni Morrison.� I turned on my side
to face her. �Remember?� I started to
explain. �Sethe was pregnant with Den-
ver. She and Halle decided to escape
from Sweet Home on the underground
railroad. But the night before they were
about to run, School Teacher took Sethe
from her quarters, strapped her against the whipping
post, then opened up her back with cowhide. Lashed
her so long and hard the welts fused together to form
a chokecherry tree: trunk, branches, leaves and all.
Killed all the nerve endings in her back. That�s why
she was so strong, you know that�s why she survived.

The branches on the tree lightened the weight of the
burdens forever trying to keep her down.
    �I want you to put a tree on my back,� I said again.
�I�ll be Sethe, and you can be School Teacher.�
    �You mean role play?� she asked, confused.
    �Sort of, only I want you to use a claw whip, a real
one. No safe words, stopping only when the nerve
endings are gone, dead.�
    �Po,� she yawned, �that�s sick.� She was starting to
wake up.
    �Is it?� I asked, somewhat amused that she was fi-

nally starting to understand.
     She sat up in bed and rubbed her
eyes. �Think about what you�re saying.�
    �I have,� I answered, sitting up across
from her. She was shivering. I pulled the
blanket up around her neck to cover
her.
    �This is crazy!� she said, doing that
frustrated head-shake thing. �A claw
whip?� she repeated. �It�ll kill you!�
    �Maybe, maybe not,� I answered.
�Didn�t kill them. Didn�t kill Sethe.�
    �Po, this is stupid!� She was getting

angry. �If this is supposed to be some kind of twisted
joke,� she said, �it�s not funny.�
    �I�m not joking,� I answered. �Why are you getting
so mad?�
    �Why am I getting so...? Jesus, Po!� she pleaded,
grabbing my hands and pulling them into her chest.

[  e  x  c  e  r  p  t  ]

search, the novelists �freed up her mind and freed her
to tell the stories she wanted to tell.�

Although Blackman started out writing poetry, she
doesn�t consider herself a poet.  Instead, she thinks
poetry helped her prose as she �became more con-
cerned with the lyricism of each word and the musi-
cality and stopped wasting words.�

Many years later, the result is Po Man�s Child. You will
enjoy Blackman�s travels with Po and surely anticipate
the rest of the trilogy. We should all be glad that writ-
ing novels is what she wants to continue to do and
that she has the courage to produce this work. H

Marci recently won the American Library Association�s

Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual and Transgendered Book Award.
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slave narrative

�Sethe was a character in a book, baby! A disturbing
book at that. And what�s up with this them you keep
talking about?�
    �Sethe was based on reality.� I was starting to get
annoyed. �And you know damn well who they are.
    �Yeah, well,� she whispered. �I think you�re going
a little too far on this one.� She threw off the blanket
and climbed out of bed; started pacing around the
room. �This is ridiculous:� she laughed nervously. �I
don�t even know why we�re discussing it.� She stopped
pacing and looked at me. �I�m not School Teacher,�
she said quietly. �I can�t go there with you.�
    �Fine� I said, ending the discussion. �I�ll get some-
body else. But remember,� I added, pulling the blan-
ket over my head and lying back down.
    �You�re a hell of a lot closer to School Teacher than
you think.�
    �Fuck you, Po!� she screamed. �Just fuck you! Now
I�m some kind of evil overseer? I never do anything
you don�t want me to.�
    �Yeah?� I answered. �Well, now I want you to do
this.� I stuck my head out from under the blanket and
stared at her. It was some time before she answered.
    �I can�t,� she murmured. �I won�t.� Then slammed
her fist against the wall and stormed out of the
room.
     I woke in the morning wrapped in the
sheets alone without any pain in my wrists or
back. It was raining. The city clock chimed
eleven times. I rubbed the sleep from my eyes
and got up to find Mary. She had fallen asleep
in the bathroom, curled up like an infant in
one end of the footed tub. There was no wa-
ter. An ashtray filled with cigarette butts sat on
the ledge of the tub beside her. Her neck and
shoulders were squished in the corner. Drops
of rain echoed down the drainpipe that ran
past the window. I made coffee and brought
some to her.
    �Hey,� I whispered, shaking her gently be-
fore handing her the mug. �Stay like that much
longer and it�ll be permanent.
    �God, you sound like my grandmother,� she
answered, clearing her throat.
    �Wanna talk?� I squeezed into the tub be-
side her.
    �How�s your back?� she asked.

    �Sore,� I lied.
    �I�m supposed be taking care of you, remember?�
She took a sip of her coffee.
    �Yeah, well, I slept in a warm bed last night.�
    �Po,� she said, getting serious. �You know I can�t
do what you�re asking, at least not now.
    �I know,� I answered.
    �And I know you think this thing you�re fighting
isn�t about me. But it is, you know? If we go there, I�ll
be there with you. Then I really will be School
Teacher.� She started to cry. �I�m just not ready for
that.�
    I set down my coffee and put my arms around her,
held her. I�ve since forgotten the number of times the
clock tolled that day, but we stayed like that until well
into dark, adhered together, lodged in the bathtub,
wrapped inside the blanket of the drainpipe�s music,
thinking but saying nothing.

Po Man�s Child. © 1999 by Marci Blackman.
Published by Manic D Press. $12.95.
Available at bookstores or by mail, Manic D Press,
PO Box 410804, San Francisco CA 94141
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TRENT FITZGERALD | E. ETHELBERT MILLER

LENARD DUANE MOORE | RONE SHAVERS

KALAMU YA SALAAM

IF WE TAKE THE WORD RENAISSANCE IN ITS LITERAL

SENSE, �REBIRTH�, CAN IT BE APPLIED TO WHAT WE

ARE EXPERIENCING IN BLACK LITERATURE TODAY? OR

IS IT A MARKETING RENAISSANCE? HAVE PUBLISHERS

FINALLY FIGURED OUT HOW TO SELL AFRICAN

AMERICAN BOOKS AND, BASED ON THOSE SALES, NOW

PROCLAIMING THIS ERA A NEW RENAISSANCE? WE IN-

VITED DIFFERENT AUTHORS, EDITORS, AND WRITERS

TO GIVE THEIR OPINION ON THIS �RENAISSANCE�.

black
rebirth
literary
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Two key words are beginning to shape our society
in very subtle ways. They are speed and access.
Whatever is taking place within African American
culture occurs simultaneously with the information
explosion and the development of the Internet. It
is not surprising to find more African Americans
writing and getting published than ever before. This
is a result of the literary marketplace now being
closely linked to the entertainment industry. A num-
ber of our successful writers have become �person-
alities,� and we see them in the media on a regular
basis. We talk about their clothes, hairstyles and
marital status as much as their books. Just as Alain
Locke and Hoyt Fuller played a key role during the
Harlem Renaissance and Black Arts Movement, in
recent years Oprah Winfrey and Terry McMillan
have influenced Black literature with their own suc-
cess. They have stimulated economic factors in
terms of contracts, book
sales and promotion. If there
is a Black renaissance today,
it is market driven and not
political.

The Harlem Renaissance
was a result of the Great Mi-
gration of Blacks from the
South, the participation of
black soldiers in World War I, and the rise of Marcus
Garvey�s Black nationalist movement. The Black
Arts Movement emerged following the
radicalization of African American youths with the
Civil Rights Movement, the protesting of the Viet-
nam War, the rise to prominence of Malcolm X,
and urban unrest.

Unfortunately, the backdrop of our �third� re-
naissance was the politics of Ronald Reagan and
the conservative Right, hip-hop, Jesse Jackson
and a more visible Black middle class.

Our literary and cultural movement is today
linked to consumerism and globalization. Bor-
ders, Barnes & Noble, America Online,
Amazon.com will push us light years beyond The
Crisis magazine and Negro Digest. Black authors
are the �content� and �color� for the new infor-
mation networks.

While Langston Hughes was one of the few Af-
rican American writers to
make a living from his
work, today a number of
our writers are living well.
At times, too much discus-
sion among us  seems to
focus primarily on book
promotion and sales.

If we wish to have a renais-
sance worthy of remembrance, then let us ex-
amine the important political issues of our time.
One of the great themes of African American
literature has been its concern with freedom.
Our writers need to be reminded of this again
� we need to once again check the price of the
ticket.

Black Literary Renaissance
or Another New Negro Movement?

By E. Ethelbert Miller

E. Ethelbert Miller
is Director of the African American Re-
source Center at Howard University,
Washington, DC. He is author of sev-
eral books of poetry and editor of In
Search of Color Everywhere.
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Is there a Black literary renaissance going on right
now? Absolutely not. While we may be undergoing
an incredible proliferation of Black fictive works and
voices, it�s by no means a renaissance, and so far
from literary that I couldn�t even spot it with bionic
eyes. To even think that Black folk are in the midst
of a literary renaissance is misleading, reductive, and
silly. What�s really going on, what we�re seeing, liv-
ing in, is the midst of a marketing nightmare, what
Thulani Davis so accurately referred to as a �literary
Motown.�

When it comes to writing I brook no bullshit, so let�s
talk turkey for a second: With the abundance of so
many �Brotha & Sista� novels, with this mad rush to
self-publish work that is often
not yet ready to see print,
what Black people have em-
braced and encouraged, are
reading and supporting, is ex-
tremely detrimental to serious
creative efforts. Plain and
simple, without getting too
preachy, it doesn�t matter that
you read, really (for we read
on the subway, in a deli,  we even have to read
advertisements on TV; we read everyday), it mat-
ters what you read. And spare me the stuff about
�something to relate to.�  The best fiction takes you
out of your world and lulls you into another, ex-
poses you to thoughts, ideas, and scenarios one
never would have imagined, and save for a hand-
picked, happy few writing right now, who really is
doing that? All that abounds in Black fiction, the bulk
of it at least, can be likened to preaching to the choir.
It�s a trend akin to musical sampling (viz. Puffy) of

the worst sort: The same thematic �beat,� consisting
of the same sorts of scenarios, the same sorts of set-
tings (urban, definitely urban), but written�dubbed,
moreover�with only the unique adverbial voice of a
slightly different author.

It�s not that I hate Black fiction�on the contrary, I
love it too much to see it suffer through such stale
and repeated renderings�but I�m a Black man, and
as far as I�m aware I�ve lived my entire life as a black

man: Eric Jerome Dickey, et.
al., write about something I
haven�t experienced. And
while I understand the need
to nurture and support our
own, I find it more important,
especially in this free-market
frenzy of an economy, to sup-
port the few Black authors
who tweak narrative form,

(Colson Whitehead and John Keene spring readily to
mind), who veer far away from the formulaic and lit-
erally pimp-slap a reader into submission with their
word choices (Paul Beatty and Saul Williams are two
other examples) so much that their work stays etched
in the brain. Quality fiction is something is that is mea-
sured by its lasting impact and impression, and how
can there be a rebirth of Black fiction when most of
us are saying the same old thing in the same old way,
over and over and over again?

Literary Complacency

by Rone Shavers

Rone Shavers
is a writer, editor, member of PEN
American Center�s Open Book
Program, and a Contributing Editor
to Mosaic.
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Nevertheless, in writing this essay I immediately thought
of the young, newer breed of authors, for what this ex-
plosion of odious, commercial, and barely passable �fic-
tion� has given rise to is opportunity; opportunity for
more daring and dedicated wordsmiths to present and
find an audience for their work. Literary Motown is right,
but never that forget that at Motown�s height, there were
those as freaky, as unconventional and ultimately great
as Hendrix. For each facile, forgettable novel, there is
actually someone out there attempting to write a work
that will once again come and challenge every aspect
of our current literary complacency. And in this world
of disposable fictions, of purely commercial aspirations
and self-perpetuating lies, there must emerge something
that will serve as indispensable, inspiring, and ultimately,
true. Is there a Black literary renaissance going on right
now? Come back and ask me in about twenty years,
after the recession has hit, the money�s been spent, and
only the real, the remembered writers remain; to be
read, as always.

What Renaissance?

by Kalamu ya Salaam

A renaissance is a �re-birth.� So what are we talking
about? A resurgence of Black literature? Like what, like
when? Are we going back to the days of the Negro Re-
naissance, which was itself a marketing ploy of middle
class Blacks and their White patrons?

The term �renaissance� was lifted from Marcus Garvey,
who was calling for a rebirth of African culture and self-
determination. But the Negro Renaissance, just like
today�s renaissance, was not about self-determination
but rather about integration and the pleading of an edu-
cated middle class that �we, too, are Americans / hu-
mans / artists / whatever, just like you.� What I see is not
a renaissance but rather a petition for acceptance.

innisfree press
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We Africans in America have never before had such
a large and literate Black middle class. Today, a sig-
nificant number of us have a meaningful level of dis-
posable income. To go with the cash and credit cards,
we also have a desire to see middle class values af-
firmed. Make no mistake, we have had a middle class
before, but it was not large. We have had literate
people, but the majority was not middle class, were
not White college-educated in mainstream views and
values. Indeed, the last two decades of the 20th cen-
tury are the first time that educated African Ameri-
cans did not have to literally fight for official recogni-
tion as American citizens.

The result of today�s social reality is that the social
content of much of our literature has shifted. Some
would argue that we
have split into black pro-
fessionals on the one
hand, and a black
underclass on the other
hand, and that the litera-
ture of today reflects that
split between our people.

If we look at the state of
Black literature we see
the popularity of romance and self help books�
manuals designed to tell us how to make it and be
happy in America (a country which allegedly no
longer legally and officially practices racism). The ro-
mance is the belief in the individual, thus we are
looking for �my� soul mate, �my� dream job, �my�
own business, etc. ad nausea.

From a more critical perspective, there is no Renais-
sance in Black literature�what we have are novels

either focusing on the trauma of life in the ghetto or
offering a road map on how to escape the ghetto, physi-
cally and psychologically; self help manuals on doing
business with and just like the descendants of those
whose business historically was the trade in our black
bodies and the exploitation of our Black labor.

The so-called Black literary Renaissance, like its sib-
ling, �smooth jazz,� is a sort of hybrid funk without
feeling, without the sweat of struggle, a cigarette dan-
gling from its lips, a shot of liquor in its hand, and a
self-centered view of the world. What we don�t have
are major publishing companies and nationally distrib-
uted literary journals that are of us, for us, and by us.
Even those of us who self publish tend toward winning
recognition from the status quo.

The hard truth is that there is no other place to go. If
we don�t become part of the main-
stream, we end up in the wilderness.
For those of us who are trying to main-
tain a course of independence and self-
determination, we are like DuBois� pro-
verbial Negro with a double conscious-
ness. We remain marginalized by eco-
nomic considerations; literally unpopu-
lar and unpaid. I understand the rea-
sons behind the choice made by many,
even as I obstinately choose a different

direction. A true Black Renaissance will happen when
we get back to the principles of self-determination, self-
respect and self-defense.

Right now, I do not see any Black Renaissance. Noth-
ing is being reborn, except our own collaboration in
the extinction of anything and everything that might
be identified as both Black and opposed to the status
quo.

Kalamu Ya Salaam
is a poet and the founding director of
Nommo Literary Society, an  African
American writers workshop in New
Orleans; and moderator of
Cyberdrum, a listserv for Black  writ-
ers and diverse supporters of literature.
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Trent Fitzgerald

�No race of people should be deprived of the knowl-
edge of itself. Historical knowledge must be given unto
the world to whomever will accept it...��Charles L.
Blockson

There�s been talk recently of a �Black Renaissance� in
the literary world, which I find puzzling. Just because
there are more African Americans �gettin� paid� to write
fictional and non-fictional stories of a Black experience
doesn�t equate that there�s a black renaissance blossom-
ing but that there�s more of a resurgence of strong Afri-
can American literary art being presented.

Nevertheless, if we must dance a �jig� for this so called
�Black Renaissance,� I hope we�ll do the �electric slide�
when it comes to maintaining this �Black Renaissance.�
Our forefathers let the Harlem Re-
naissance get devoured by narcis-
sistic racism and money (read
George Schuyler�s Black No More),
so get wise people and let�s make
sure that doesn�t happen again. To
insure that our literary legacy will
continue beyond the 21st century,
we must become voracious biblio-
philes.

I�m a book-thirsty bibliophile and nothing excites me
more when I go to an old bookstore and find a rare
African American book that is out of print. In biblio-
phile circles, �it�s damn rare� when one stumbles upon
such an extraordinary item. I also look towards other

(cont. on page 46)

authors who lead by example. For instance, author
Charles L. Blockson is a bibliophile and a historian of
African American culture. He has dedicated his life
to finding rare literary works in the African Diaspora
and is the curator of his own collection of rare Afri-
can American books at Temple University in Phila-
delphia, Pennsylvania. The Charles L. Blockson Afro-
American Collection is one of the largest African
American collections of its kind at a major university.
With more than 40,000 items on display, there are
over 3,500 volumes of rare African American books.
Among the rare books are the complete and authori-
tative first writings of Phyllis Wheatley, George Wash-
ington Williams, Booker T. Washington, W.E.B.
DuBois, Langston Hughes, Richard Wright, Chester
Himes and numerous others.

Rare literary art can be found
on the Internet as well. At
Black Classic Press,
(www.blackclassic.com), rare
books are listed and sold. A
new website, Alibris
(www.alibris.com), boasts that
they can find rare books and
some first edition books by

notable authors. These resources are the first steps in
finding rare African American titles and understand-
ing our literary history. The bibliophile must make it
their life pursuit to find or read rare African Ameri-
can books and to treasure them as if they were 24k
gold ingots.

Preserving our literary history and maintaining its
Black aesthetic is what will make our �Black Renais-
sance� progressive. We must seek out these titles and
understand how these writings were created. We must
read the first works of our ancestors who ignited their

Do We Know How To Save Our
Black Renaissance From Extinction?
By Trent Fitzgerald

is a New Jersey native and freelance
book/music journalist  and critic. He
is a staff writer for HitPage.com and
presently lives in New York City.
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what
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by India Savage Anderson
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the mere mention of the word, that word, evokes strong sentiment, touches the nerve

as if it were raw and exposed, curls the hair, and conjures up images of Aunt Jemima,

piccaninnies, welfare mothers and illiterate Black eyewitnesses on the evening news�

images most Black folks would rather forget. Maybe you�re just saying to yourself,

�Not this nonsense again.� Or maybe you dropped to your knees to pray for it to just

go away. Then again, perhaps you are a part of the minority who feels that the criti-

cism waged against ebonics is at best unjust, and at its worst, racist. The topic of

ebonics remains to be one that easily pushes the collective button of African Ameri-

cans. Mention it and you are sure to get a reaction. There is no delicate way to

address the subject. Any attempts to tread lightly only fuel the fire of the believer and

non-believer alike. Ebonics is a matter that demands careful and analytical thought.

Instead, it stirs up the most subjective of opinions.
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Rumor, conjecture, and misinformation have been
the downfall of many well-intentioned policies and
paradigms. I�d heard and read about ebonics previ-
ously. I realized, in retrospect, that my information
was based upon editorials, opinion letters and talk
shows�all of which made it somewhat challenging to
see through the emotional wrapping. It was difficult
to get a clear picture of the program. To hear some,
it sounded as if teachers would learn the �ebonics�
language and then teach it to the children. Others
seemed to be saying that teachers learned the lan-
guage just to understand it and communicate better
with the children. Where is the truth?  I wanted the
story unadulterated, untainted, and from the
source�the Oakland Unified School District.

My entire journey took place over a telephone line
and was a relatively smooth one. Understandably,
there was some initial reticence on the part of the
Oakland staff. After all, their feet had been put to the
fire. My first encounter was interesting: �Hi, my name
is India Savage Anderson, I�m writing an article on
[that word], and I�d like to speak to...,� I said. After a
brief moment of silence, a lady politely responded
by correcting me. I was informed that I was using the
wrong language (a bit of irony here). �There is no
such entity as an �ebonics  program,� the correct pro-
gram title is the Standard English Proficiency Program,
or SEPP,� she said. I was then referred to Carrie
Jefferson, a dedicated and passionate educator who
heads the SEPP Program and makes no apologies for
it. She is a firewalker and the right person chosen for
the job.

Getting down to basics, �ebonics� proposes that Af-
rican American children who have particular speech
patterns such as  �I be goin to the sto� speak this way
because it is a distinct language system, separate and
apart from the American version of English. The sys-
tem is linguistically rooted in the West and Niger-
Conger African languages.

SEPP is a staff development model that seeks to pro-
vide teachers with the skills to, as Ms. Jefferson put it,
�... address the linguistic differences in order to im-
prove the learning achievement [of black youth] and
put them on equal par with other students.�  Teach-

ers attend voluntarily and leave with techniques to
use in the classroom. SEPP also demonstrates the
techniques in the classroom when requested. The
techniques may sound familiar. For example, there
is one called modeling in which the teacher, upon
hearing a student use of non-Standard English, says
the sentence using Standard English. There is also
the technique that requires the student to provide
an alternative way (the standard English way), after
encouragement from the teacher. Note, the words
�proper� and �correct� are never used. In the SEPP
world, there is no �proper English� or �correct way�,
for two reasons. First, it is argued that the English
spoken by most Americans, white, black or other-
wise, is in itself of corruption of the English language.
Second, words like �proper� and �correct� are judg-
mental and SEPP stresses the importance of giving
children positive messages.

Another major component of SEPP is cultural edu-
cation. The history, achievements, and works of Af-
rican Americans are celebrated and given the value
that they deserve. Consistent with a staff develop-
ment model, teachers are provided with the infor-
mation and expected to pass it on to the students.
The idea is that students will not only gain knowl-
edge about a history that has been omitted, distorted
and neglected, but that they will also feel validated.

Because SEPP is voluntary, there is no requirement
for teachers to implement what they learn during
the 60 hours of training. There are also no evalua-
tions or studies conducted. The impact of SEPP may
never be known.

So, what did I gain from my journey? I found my
truth about the ebonics issue. I can not proclaim to
be a convert. However, I can proclaim enlighten-
ment. Admittedly, the notion that it takes a special
program to have teachers do what they should al-
ready be doing has me stumped. Reaching out to
and empowering students through encouragement
and acceptance is what I expect a teacher should be
doing. Viewing a child as an individual, which in-
cludes an awareness and understanding of his/her
cultural perspective is what I expect.  Providing a
child with the skills to recognize that choice exists in

(cont. on page 48)
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Lingo

By Kireema Sprowal

I heard you last night,

Speaking native tongue,

Poetic lingo.

I rocked in the serenity of your breeze,

Afraid to enter.

[  p  o  e  m  ]
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[  r  e  v  i  e  w  s  ]

Randall Robinson
The Debt
E.P. Dutton

The Debt: What America Owes  to Blacks
by Randall Robinson
E.P.  Dutton
Reviewed by Leah Mullen

    Using a variety of masterful writing devices, Randall Robinson weaves to-
gether a powerful argument for restitution for the survivors of the African holo-
caust in The Debt: What America Owes to Blacks. With the cadence of a poet,
Robinson states his message clearly in the introduction: �Here my intent is to
stimulate, to invite the debate. To cause America to compensate, after three and
a half centuries, for a long avoided wrong.�
    The Debt opens with Robinson wandering through the Capitol in Washington
D.C. mentally deconstructing the massive building�s construction, which involved
the use of slave labor. The unseen hands are never mentioned, just as slavery
and its lasting horrors are not acknowledged. Robinson points out that, ironi-
cally, a slave named Philip Reed was responsible for casting the Statue of Free-
dom, which sits atop the dome of the building.
   The Debt is simultaneously a lament and a ray of hope. While still musing over
the artwork in the Capitol Rotunda, Robinson takes the reader to a small village
in Turkey, where he had a revelation. �I watched a dervish whirl in his mesmer-
izing dance, performing a ritual a thousand years old,� Robinson writes. �[T]he

armaments of culture and history have been premeditatedly stripped from
the black victims of American slavery.� Concluding, �Solu-

tions to our racial problems are possible, but only if
our society can be brought to face up to the mas-
sive crime of slavery and all that it has wrought.�
    In some ways The Debt is a survey of history
moving from episode to episode like a novel.
Some of the characters are real and others imag-
ined. At one point, Robinson pictures himself
as an 80 year-old man living circa 1831 in West
Africa. Another time, Robinson visualized
how a 12 year-old African American boy who
visits the Mall in Washington might feel not
seeing any representation of his ancestors.
    The reader is also introduced to a mod-
ern African American woman named Anna
and invited to view the inner workings of
her life. Anna is an impoverished, single
mother of two who tries to do what she can
for her children. She works hard every day,
yet she can barely keep her head above
water and cannot comprehend why.
Robinson attributes Anna�s milieu to a
legacy handed down to her. He writes:
�[A]lthough Anna hadn�t been equipped to
picture it so, the generations of her family
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were like beads on a taut string, one end anchored in
slavery, the other in oblivion.�
    Robinson�s personal touches and creative approach
make The Debt an engaging read for those interested in
the much talked about but not easily understood issue
of reparations. The single connective thread that ties the
multifaceted work together is the basic message, which
Robinson drives home again and again: there is a debt
that must be paid.

All Of Me: A Voluptuous Tale
by Venise Berry
E.P. Dutton
Reviewed by Carla Robinson

    New amid the lot of McMillanesque novels is Venise
Berry�s All of Me: A Voluptuous Tale, a story about Ser-
pentine Williamson, an overweight Chicago news re-
porter who reluctantly finds herself on the comeback
trail after a suicide attempt. In a kind of emotional �This
Is Your Life,� Serpentine looks into the faces of those
around her and is catapulted through her painful past.
    During therapy, she works to articulate what it was
that made her, a successful woman from a solid family,
take to her garage, turn on her car, and wait to die.
Serpentine concludes that she was simply tired of liv-
ing as a big woman in a land where skinny is the order
of the day. That, and the fact that she�d had her fill of
no-good menfolk, an overbearing mother, a stressful
job and faulty metabolism. Of course, all of these are
factors that lead to her obesity, but there is a differ-
ence here: Serpentine�s breakthrough occurs when she
realizes that her problem is not with herself (or her
weight), but with how she is viewed by society. From
this novel perspective, Berry illuminates the danger of
internalizing images from the outside world.
    Craftwise, however, All of Me is problematic. Many
of its occurrences turn out to be loose ends and red
herrings, non-essentials to the spine of the story. There
is no economy of character. Too many of the players
are superfluous and predictable, existing only to plot
Serpentine�s journey, and not in their own right.  This
is particularly true of the men, whom Berry seems to
have taken pains not to draft in such a way as to get
herself labeled a male basher.
    What is commendable about this work is that it ex-
plores the heavy stuff, such as what it�s like to have it

all and still be profoundly un-
happy, and the salvation of com-
ing home to the love of self.
When Serpentine, guided once
again by what she calls her fire,
her intuition, declares, �I know
now that this struggle is not
about my weight. It�s about my
faith. It�s about my love�, the
book eschews its membership in
the black pop novel club.

Black Girl in Paris
by Shay Youngblood
Riverhead Books
Reviewed by Cynthia Ray

    Shay Youngblood�s follow-up literary effort, Black Girl
in Paris, reads as though the main character�s thoughts
have been poured onto the pages of the book. The
protagonist, Eden, is our guide through this strange,
beautiful place that is Paris in 1986. As we follow, she
leads with poetic details that bring The City of Light to
life. We also learn Eden�s past, and the events that have
lead her across the ocean, as she shares her Southern
upbringing with memorable expression and vivid re-
call.
    Eden is a brave soul who arrives in Paris homeless,
with only a rudimentary command of the French lan-
guage. She has come to here to be free, to escape the
pragmatism and stifling boredom of her former life, and
to experience the excitement mingled with uncertainty
that awaits her in Paris. Courage and fear are exercised
and exorcised thoroughly in the many roles she assumes
to survive�including artist�s model, au pair, and poet�s
helper. Even with the fragility of her existence, the
reader wants to see Eden become the writer she has
proclaimed herself to be.
    Eden�s trip to Paris is more like a hajj to Mecca. With
this pilgrimage as a rite of passage, she hopes to follow
in the footsteps of black Americans like Josephine Baker
and James Baldwin who were accepted and admired
by the French in exchange for their beauty, dance, song,
language, and genius. Their blackness had been their
passport, but fifty years later the political climate has
changed. In 1986, immigration laws are being enforced,
anti-Black sentiment prevails, and terrorist bombings
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have besieged the city. Under these conditions, Eden�s
initiation into the coterie of expatriate musicians, art-
ists, dancers, and writers�whether well-known or ob-
scure�is not so assured. We observe as she makes
decisions and discerns lessons, adding notches to her
belt of independence.
    In her second novel, Shay Youngblood tempers
the usual romantic timbre of Paris with the modern
day realities of racism, terrorism, and elitism. Here
she has painted vividly an opulent, simple, beautiful
and ugly portrait of Paris that is as interesting�and
sometimes enigmatic�as the characters her heroine
meets along the journey.

Casting The First Stone
by Kimberla Lawson Roby
Kensington Books
Reviewed by nikki terry

    In Kimberla Lawson Roby�s third novel, Casting
The First Stone, she delves into a powerful struggle
around the controversial issues of corruption and
temptation within church leadership.
    Tonya is the wife of Curtis Black, the new pastor of
a prominent Black church in Chicago, but she�s prac-
tically raising her daughter as a single parent while
working hard as a counselor at a center for battered
women. When Tonya accepted Curtis� marriage pro-
posal eight years before, she believed in his call to
preach. She also believed that she would be a part of
his future forever. But the stability of a happy home
and a loving husband has been
rocked by the power Curtis� new
position affords him.
    Tonya is forced to deal with
some difficult truths about her hus-
band. He is abusive, lusts for other
women, and manipulates the
church congregation to satisfy his
greed�but not for long. Tonya
eventually decides she will no
longer sit in the second row her
husband�s church and listen to his
hypocritical sermons. She refuses
to shoulder her broken marriage alone or sit around
to see what Curtis will do or say next. If revenge prom-
ises the beginning of her independence and the sat-

isfaction of her physical and spiritual needs, then the
time has come to expose Curtis.
    In the aftermath, with the moral support of her par-
ents, her best friend Nicole, and a new love interest,
she works to regain her independence. She must also
secure a safe environment for her daughter and most
importantly, have a new song of praise unto God.
    With a rich and emotional style, Roby tells another
life-affirming tale of the Black family. In Casting The
First Stone, her insight goes deeper than the dramatic
occurrences. What we hear from beginning to end is
the importance and value of self-renewal as well as
the ability to start life anew.

Michael Jordan
and the New Global Capitalism
by Walter LaFeber
W.W. Norton
Reviewed by Trent Fitzgerald

    Even after a year into his retirement, Michael Jef-
frey Jordan is undoubtedly this century�s most revered
athlete. We still wear his Nike sneakers, his Chicago
Bulls jerseys, and his signature cologne. And when he
told us to, we ate  McDonald�s McJordan sandwiches,
Wheaties cereal and drank Gatorade. We eagerly
watched his first commercials with Spike Lee (as the
hip-hopper Mars Blackmon) and his first movie with
Bugs Bunny. Why? Because of the �Air Jordan effect.�
    So what is the �Air Jordan effect?� And how did
one man and his sneakers have at least a $10 billion

impact on the U.S. economy? In Michael Jor-
dan and the New Global Capitalism, author/
economist Walter LaFeber answers those
questions and explores two of America�s
strongest forces: capitalism and Michael Jor-
dan. LaFeber takes a sobering and revealing
look at how Jordan�s mystique affected the
city of Chicago, the NBA, Nike, his personal
life and the global economy. Jordan�s arrival
to professional basketball coincided with the
arrival of global communications (cable
television�s super stations and sports channels
as well as the Internet) and information

(books, big-budget print campaigns and TV commer-
cials) in this country. And at times, Jordan was a one-
man conglomerate for all of these advents.
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    LaFeber�s book consists
largely of narratives of
Jordan�s familiar basketball
biography and news
events with little sense of
those that had a lasting
impact on the man�s life
and those that didn�t. This
is not a definitive Michael
Jordan autobiography, al-
though his career high-

lights (1992 Olympic Games, 1998 NBA Finals) and
personal struggles (gambling addiction, martial strife
and his father�s untimely death) are noted through-
out. LaFeber is at his best when analyzing the com-
mercialization, Americanization and the media as it
relates to sports and economics.
    LaFeber expertly gives his readers an inside view
into the corporations (including the NBA) that sold their
souls to the media for power and profit.
    �Greed� should have been the subtitle of this book.
�I will be in Chicago for the rest of my life. My wife
won�t allow me to move nowhere else,� said Jordan in
his retirement speech to the media last year. �And that�s
all I really have to say. I thought of saying just two words,
�I�m gone.�� He may be gone, but he will never be
forgotten.

Everybody Smokes in Hell
by John Ridley
Alfred A. Knopf
Reviewed by Sadeqa Murray

    Everybody Smokes in Hell is a tale that�s funny, con-
fusing and full of mistaken identities. Paris Scott is a
failed actor, screenplay writer and convenience store
worker who can�t get anything right�he�s wandering
through life with no real purpose or goals. But all of
that changes when he gets his hands on the last mas-
ter tape of a rock star who has just committed suicide.
Almost magically, Paris is presented with the chance to
make more money than he has ever dreamed of and
will finally be able to remove that big �loser� sign tat-
tooed on his forehead, score with any girl in Los An-
geles and get rid of his old beat up Gremlin.
    But things don�t work out quite the way Paris ex-
pects.  Unknowingly, in addition to the master tape,

he is also in possession of a small fortune of stolen drugs.
All of a sudden Paris becomes a hot commodity.  Agents
want the tape.  Dealers want the drugs.  Someone
wants him dead. As these angry people stake their
claims, they follow dead-end leads, misidentify a bunch
of people and leave a trail of untimely deaths stretch-
ing from Los Angles to Las Vegas.
    Ridley does an excellent job with this highly enter-
taining third novel. He writes with a brilliant mix of
eloquence and raw humor.

Doing What�s Right:
How to Fight for What You Believe
� And Make a Difference
by Tavis Smiley
Doubleday
Reviewed by Anasuya Isaacs

    Following his first two literary accomplishments, Tavis
Smiley comes out swinging with his message for the
new millennium in his third book, Doing What�s Right:
How to Fight For What You Believe � And Make A Dif-
ference.  In clear, concise, realistic and unabashedly
persuasive terms, Smiley makes a successful case for
the need for everyday people to exercise their inher-
ent power to make a difference by contributing to so-
ciety.
    Reading this book feels like sitting down to coffee
and having a serious talk with the pleasant but intense
Smiley.  The text flows like a taped conversation that is
both honest and impossible to walk away from.  This
book proves you don�t need a lot to do a lot.  In 144
pages, nine chapters and one case study, Smiley cuts
to the chase by detailing why we need advocates, what
the common excuses are for not doing something, and
exactly what steps we need to take to create a strategi-
cally planned offense and win.
    My favorite chapter has Smiley sharing how he got
involved in public advocacy at the age of 13. He was
mentored by a city council member who taught him
the importance of serving people and earning their
respect by �making things better.� He then vowed that
if Councilman Hogan could �bring happiness to other
people, I could, too.� It is fascinating to see how one
simple act of mentoring a teenager could blossom into
powerfully impacting millions by launching campaigns
to improve people�s lives, discussing issues, and get-
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ting people involved in advocating for
themselves and their communities.
    Smiley�s journey through college,
working in the public sector and then in
media is an amazing one.  He didn�t be-
gin his career wanting to become a so-
cial advocate, but fate had another idea.
The murder of a fellow classmate by In-
diana police was what propelled him
into protests, marches, and actions on
behalf of many different causes.
    Smiley makes it clear that no matter
where you are, what you do, how much education
you have, there is something that you can do that
will make a huge difference.  Using the parable of
the talents, he encourages us not to take our gifts
and bury them; instead, make use of them and they
will multiply.  Just as Councilman Hogan�s one act of
mentoring Smiley continues to do good 20 years later,
any act we make will have an exponential effect in
ways seen and unseen. Our community needs the
difference we can make and so do future genera-
tions.

Spoken Soul: The Story of Black English
by John Russell Rickford
and Russell John Rickford
John Wiley & Sons, Inc
Reviewed by India Savage Anderson

    In Spoken Soul: The Story of Black English, father
and son team, John R. Rickford and Russell J. Rickford,
combine their formidable talents to present an in-
sightful, thorough and plain-spoken analysis of the
African American Vernacular English, better known
as Black English. The analysis includes an historical
perspective as well as the heated debate in recent
years over the Oakland Unified School District�s
Ebonics proposal. The authors address questions that
have been at the center of the controversy surround-
ing Black English with honesty and the confidence
that accompanies in-depth research and years of
study. Is Black English a language or is it a hodge-
podge of mumblings, half-formed words, and cor-
ruption of the English language? Should Black En-
glish be abandoned for the collective sake of African
Americans or should it be embraced, cherished and

recognized as a unique and profound
aspect of the African American cul-
ture? Their argument is dynamic and
interesting, connecting other aspects
of culture such as music, literature,
religion and performance art.
    What is most appealing about the
book is how it makes an intellectual
and relatively complex matter easily
digestible. Any thinker, even one with-
out an academic background, can ap-
preciate the manner in which the in-

formation is offered to the reader. Many of the terms
used are familiar, and those that aren�t are defined.
The experiences and anecdotes shared are also rec-
ognizable. Research, classification systems, and the
like are artfully and strategically integrated with the
�stuff� of real life. Issues related to the Black English
controversy such as racism, the dual identity within
the Black culture, and the matter of class are also
examined.  Several chapters alone are devoted to a
discussion of the Ebonics debate. The role of the edu-
cational system and the media in the debate is ex-
amined and the message of the Oakland Unified
School District is dissected and clarified.  Skillfully,
the authors manage to avoid the trap of the esoteric,
which is often the fate of many writers who take on
intellectual subjects.
    The organization of the book has a logical pro-
gression � with one exception. The chapter on the
history of Black English, which is the framework for
some of the other chapters, is curiously placed in
the middle of the book. The authors effectively pro-
vide a solid foundation in the introduction entitled
�What�s Going On?� However, the late placement
of the historical chapter
compares to building
the walls before con-
structing the beams.
    Spoken Soul is en-
lightening, provocative
and transforming .
While John R. Rickford
and Russell J. Rickford
clearly have their own
conclusions, they pro-
vide the readers with
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enough information to formulate independent and,
most importantly, informed conclusions.  The debate
will continue. If we are fortunate, this father and son
team, who have shown themselves to be intellectual
warriors, will continue to explore complex issues.

Understanding the Tinman:
Why So Many Men Avoid Intimacy
by William July II
Doubleday
Reviewed by Anasuya Isaacs

    This book is for the men who are sick and tired of
the concepts of manhood that they have been
taught: working like a dog in order to
get more toys, �trophies� and �tools�
only to be dismayed that, instead of the
satisfaction and status they were meant
to provide, disease, stress, and the need
for bigger and better is all that exists.  It
is also for the women wondering: Can a
brother let a sister in?  Are our men ca-
pable of being vulnerable?  Can they be
cured of the need for multiple partners?
Will our men ever take on the full re-
sponsibility of co-parenting, co-nurtur-
ing of their children?  William July offers
long-overdue insight into the creation of a Tin Man,
while providing much needed advice for both men
and women on what needs to be done to turn things
around.
    July breaks down the various ways that boys learn
to always strive for power and control over their jobs,
environment, and people in order to be real men.
Emotional detachment allows men to conquer with-
out feeling the pain of the devastation caused to oth-
ers in the process.  Quoting Royda Crose, Ph.D., au-
thor of Why Women Live Longer Than Men,  July con-
curs from his own personal experience and research
that �...some men cling tenaciously to macho im-
ages of invulnerability, power, violence, and domi-
nance.  The demands of sustaining these images lead
some men to self-destructive behaviors  � Type A
hostility and aggression, alcohol and drug abuse, ciga-
rette smoking, and denial of pain or illness.�
    July goes even one step further when defining his
definition of a �Tin Man�: �any man who believes

his total worth as a man is based on his ability to
conquer and control other people through means of
sex, money, physical power, or manipulation.�  He
gives examples of men who are and may not know
it: he has the successful business, is praised for his
acumen and skill yet has sacrificed his personal rela-
tionships in order to achieve.  He doesn�t know the
name of his children�s school or what�s going on with
his wife�s career. Or he could be the man who con-
sistently scores with the women, and is lauded by his
peers as a ladies man, yet has no connection with
them outside of the physical interaction. Or perhaps
he is the man who takes care of everything at home
to the point of dominating his wife and children in

the name of �doing his job as the
man of the house.�  He is also the
one who neglects his health and is
seen as �a real man who can tough
it out.�  The inability of men to ad-
mit needing help (going to the doc-
tor, asking for directions) is the num-
ber one cause of macho-cide, as July
calls it: the �self-destructive male
behavior based upon delusions of
invulnerability, the desire for con-
trol.�
    In this old paradigm of manhood,

women are �tools� to get what men want (sex, a place
to stay, nurturing, access to a car, money, etc.) or �tro-
phies�, proof of masculinity and success. Becoming
a �Tin Man� is a learned behavior taught by �Tin Man�
fathers, role models, sports, and women who have
also bought into the limited concept of manhood.
Understanding the Tin Man asserts four points of fo-
cus that need attention to help reverse this behav-
ior:

� Attitudes about sex: conquest of power and con
trol; being emotionally numb, keeping score.

� Attitudes toward work: ultimate proving ground;
disconnected from own feelings and to those of
others.

� Health maintenance: ignores the warning signs;
can�t acknowledge a need for help.

� Beliefs about aggression as manhood: another
proving ground; thrives on aggression and
threats of violence.
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    Understanding the Tin Man also concisely trans-
lates �Tin Speak�: what men really mean when talk-
ing to women and what they hear when they listen
to women. This alternative language is the result of
the Tin Man�s inability to get beyond his ego�s need
to be in control at all times.  July even cracks the code
of what familiar phrases like �I�m not ready for a rela-
tionship�, �I haven�t met the right woman yet�, �I don�t
want to get serious yet�, and the classic, �I need space�
really mean. Understanding the Tin Man  has chap-
ters that deal expressly with what needs to be done
by both men and women to help heal the Tin Man.
This book also contains quizzes, guides,  reality checks,
a list of resources and guidelines for planning a dis-
cussion group.
    Understanding the Tin Man is as illuminating as a
lightning bolt.  It�s a much needed wake up call for
both men and women.  This is a must-read book that
merits water cooler, bedroom, locker room and din-
ner discussion. Let the honest communication begin!

Walkin� the Dog
by Walter Mosley
Little Brown & Company
Reviewed by Kelwyn Wright

    Socrates Fortlow, ex-murderer and convicted rap-
ist, is a gentle, caring man. That is an irony, and iro-
nies abound in Walkin� the Dog, Walter Mosley�s  se-
ries of twelve epiphanies masquerading as short sto-
ries and character  sketches. The title itself is ironic
because Socrates� black dog only has two front legs.
To walk that dog, Socrates must fashion a harness
attached to a strap which he wraps around his pow-
erful fists and forearm. Using that strap and harness
he lifts the back end of that still 70-pound dog to let it
propel itself with its own front legs.
The same contraption, fastened to a
line in Socrates� back yard, serves the
same purpose. He could have con-
structed a cart and latched the dog�s
back end to it, but that would have
deprived the dog of its dignity, and
Socrates is a strong proponent that
even a dog must be allowed to main-
tain its dignity.
    As in Always Outnumbered, Al-

ways Outgunned, Socrates collects misfits and cast-
offs and inherits knotty situations he must untangle
and retie.  Like his namesake, Fortlow is a philoso-
pher.  He believes a man must propel himself on his
two hind legs, and, if like the dog, he doesn�t have
hind legs, he must propel himself on whatever he has
left.  But even more like Hercules, half god and mostly
human, Mosley�s ex-con must complete several ar-
duous labors to atone for the evil he has done.
   Mosley employs other mythological devices in
Walkin� the Dog. Socrates is literally awakened in the
middle of the night by the blaring horn of his own
Gabriel, a faded jazz legend named Hoagland Mars.
And Milton Langonier, his Charon, ferries him across
Watts to the cemetery, the land of the dead, in his
long, gold-colored, mint condition 25 year-old Lin-
coln Continental.
    One day, while walking his dog, Socrates makes
the acquaintance of Lavant Hall. Lavant is the master
of a purloined fluffy red dog named Johnny B. Goode.
Lavant is somewhat of a mutt himself, with his pencil
thin mustache, a slender scar down his left cheek,
one light walnut eye and one deep mahogany brown
eye. Dressed all in purple, with his processed hair done
up in a doo rag, Lavant is a provocateur, all inter-
ested in the revolution and waking up the masses.
But in the meantime, in-between time, he likes to
throw a good rave, where people of all ages, stripes
and incomes can get together and literally let it all
hang out. Lavant takes Socrates on a kaleidoscopic
ride where he teeters between heaven and hell, until
he achieves a moment of transcendent clarity as he
lounges on a rich woman�s patio while watching the
sun rise. From that moment on, Socrates� life, which
has been as conflicted as it has been confused, be-
gins the arc that leads to true redemption.

    At the heart of Walkin� The Dog is a par-
able told to young Socrates by his  formi-
dable Aunt Bellandra. The tale concerns
slaves who were set free by a freak storm
down on a Louisiana sugar plantation a
long time before the Civil War. The run-
away slaves are never caught, but they go
a little crazy from killing to protect them-
selves and the consuming wildness of free-
dom.
    In these twelve parabolic tales, we are
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given a man and a people who were not
innocent in their subjugation. Socrates
committed the crimes he spent 27 years
in an Indiana prison cell atoning for, just
as fellow Africans sold their brothers into
slavery and prosperous blacks continue
to be enriched by their brother�s exploi-
tation. We are not innocent, and Socrates,
a wise bad man, learns that there is no
excuse for doing the wrong thing when
there are right things to do.

Free Within Ourselves:
Fiction Lessons for Black Authors
by Jewell Parker Rhodes
Main Street Books / Doubleday
Reviewed by Robert Fleming

    Jewell Parker Rhodes, author of two excellent nov-
els, Voodoo Dreams (1993) and Magic City (1998),
has written a guide for writers, both novice and ac-
complished. She has done a service for anyone brave
enough to pick up a pen or to stroke the keys of a
computer to produce prose. With a generosity un-
common in many experienced writers today, she of-
fers her readers a full range of advice and wisdom
about the basics of her craft, holding back none of
the tricks of the trade which can transform an ordi-
nary manuscript into a sublime work of skill and imagi-
nation.
    At the beginning of the book, Rhodes sets the tone
for what will follow with these words about writing.
�As a writer you have the opportunity to explore what
it means to be human, to conjure through words those
passions, those spirits which are important to you and
which echo the legacy of our people.�
    In Free Within Ourselves, Rhodes employs several
approaches to assist a writer on the quest to compe-
tency and originality. In the opening section, she dis-
cusses the value of discipline and determination in
the writing process and stresses the importance of
the writer�s journal to retain ideas, dreams and
thoughts. The following section consists of her sug-
gestions to aid writers in mining their lives and obser-
vations for material for their work. Continuing her
comprehensive coverage on the art of writing, she
uses the third and most critical section of the book to

explore the fundamentals such as
plot, character, viewpoint, setting,
dialogue, and theme. Her words on
revision are especially informative
and vital.
    As one of our more gifted writers,
Rhodes knows quality writing when
she sees it and the examples of good
writing she includes only serve to fur-
ther illuminate the many lessons
found throughout the book. Most of

the works by more familiar black authors are pre-
sented here to provide technical examples for young
writers seeking concrete illustrations of Rhodes� teach-
ings. Any good teacher will say: it is always better
than to show than to tell.
    One of the book�s most useful assets is its section
containing a wealth of comments from established
writers, sharing their various work regimens at the
writing desk and other valuable inside information
with the reader. Most writers, without a doubt, will
find her guide of resources, organizations and publi-
cations beneficial, along with her reading list and glos-
sary.
    Overall, this is an essential guide for any writer wish-
ing to improve his art as a novelist, an indispensable
tool no person interested in mastering the craft of
fiction should be without.

Blues Dancing
By Diane McKinney-Whetstone
William Morrow
Reviewed by Nichole L. Shields

    Topping the bestseller lists with the success of her
recent third novel, Blues Dancing, Diane McKinney-
Whetstone has managed to lure her readers into a
reflective account of the lives of her characters. As
with her previous novels, McKinney-Whetstone pre-
sents her readers with a hodge-podge of characters
whose colorful portrayals also reflect reality.
    Blues Dancing is a lively novel cushioned with po-
etic phrases and old black expressions. In the novel�s
beginning, readers are introduced to Verdi, the once
pampered and protected daughter of a southern
preacher, is a successful professional, who is now
pampered and protected by her overbearing, older

(cont. on page 51)
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narrator to recapture lost tales, language, customs and
ethics, while his main characters experience personal
evolutions and struggle with their past, present, and
future. Paying close attention to detail, he often steers
his readers on an informative trip, placing a dream or
an epic into the readers� mind, allowing them to use
all of their sensory tools.
    Lovell hopes more artists from the Caribbean get
noticed and heard for what they can offer to the artis-
tic world. He feels it�s a wonderful thing that more
Americans are getting a feel for the Caribbean from an
artist�s point of view rather than from travel guides and
television. By removing stereotypical images, he be-
lieves that the writer gives you a deeper sense of the
way native people live. By documenting experience,
he exposes the real life struggles of all men.
    Lovell currently resides in Brooklyn with his wife.
Even with his recent hiatus from writing, he is still con-
templating new ideas, such as using his experience of
coming to the U.S. as a setting for future works. He is
also looking forward to growing and broadening his
horizons in every facet of the literary world.  After read-
ing both of his novels, I, for one, lay in wait for his
next.  H

Glenville Lovell

more than anybody else, in the line of fire, but he did
not move.� � from The Prisoner�s Wife.
    The book bursts with the passion and commitment
she possesses for her people. Her work as an activist
with the Malcolm X Grassroots movement, her alien-
ation from the white canon and finally her volunteer-
ing at the prison brings us to the asha read and heard
today. �I�m trying to make it clear, to make people un-
derstand it and as Toni Cade Bambara would say, �to
make the idea of revolution irresistible�,� she adds.
    Although some of the women asha describes in her
book experience relationships with incarcerated loved
ones, she readily admits, �Much of this  book started
out as a journal. It was a dialogue about the most pain-
ful things. Maybe this will serve the needs of women
who love people in prison...One book can never sat-
isfy the need for these voices to be heard.�
    asha is finding the voice of another story that needs
to be heard. asha�s work in progress is a novel about
police brutality�s impact on a victim�s mother. H

asha bandele
an articulate Black woman �� Toni Morrison, Sonia
Sanchez, Phyllis Wheatley, Mari Evans. �Studying lit-
erature has taught me to cull the diamonds from a
variety of places,� she adds. When she mentions writ-
ers such as Dorothy Allison, F. Scott Fitzgerald and
Kathryn Harrison, it�s not hard to believe she read at
least 150 books while working on her master�s de-
gree.
    Her poetry was what introduced asha to Rashid,
with the South American lineage of Guyana caught
in his hair and breath and the Boogie Down Bronx
bopping in his swagger. A professor asked asha to read
some of her poems at a Black history program at East-
ern Correctional Facility in upstate New York. It was
there they met and developed a long distance rela-
tionship with phone calls, letters and visits.
     Their conversations cleaved clearly through the
tender heart of politics beneath rough skins of prison
walls. �I could never detach myself personally from
my writing. I respect writers who can do that and do
it well,� asha pauses. In this lull, the question finally
breaks�what does Rashid think about this book?
    �He�s entirely supportive. Rashid read the book. I
read the book to him as I was writing it. You can�t
write about prison without writing about sex,� asha
adds this comment because of the many letters she
received from readers. Mostly men responded to the
sexual content of the book. �We�re married, in love
and we�re young. It�s not like we�re not going to talk
about it. This one man talked about how I didn�t have
to talk about my panties, but it was important to show
that something very private, something I only wanted
to share with Rashid, had to be searched, exposed.�
    The process of exposing oneself and loving some-
one behind walls seems sometimes an impossibility
and  asha addresses this concern in the book. The
crux of the story rests with the larger issue of disman-
tling the walls within. It�s clear that Rashid, in spite of
all the stereotypes pinned to the skins of imprisoned
Black men, becomes the one man who understands
what rape did to asha.
    �It�s not that I think Rashid is or was some sort of
miracle worker. My husband is a man, flesh, blood and
flawed like every one of us. But Rashid was willing to
read the books and Rashid was willing to stifle his tem-
per when I threw misdirected fits of rage. And he was,
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opposed to an egoistic need for praise and recognition,
is what infuses her writing with a kind of bravery.  A brav-
ery that seems somehow informed by the fact that she
didn�t grow up dreaming of days spent at the keyboard.
�It just kind of happened,� she says.  And after all these
years in the writing game, she�s finally able  to hang,
mostly due to Chickenheads.
    �I had to learn that drafts are okay,� she recalls.  �I had
to learn that it�s better to spend an hour just banging out
my thoughts and walk away from it than six hours going,
�this is not perfect.  This is not right.�  So, doing the book
really taught me that.�  Along the way, she has also dis-
covered that she is not married to the literary life, but to
using writing as a vehicle to express what she holds as
truth.  If she tries to be less than veracious, �I can�t write.
My muse just shuts up.� Another catch is that writing has
proved a laborious vehicle to maneuver.  �I think the
better you are at it, the harder it is,� she says, going on to
relate the toll that it exacts from those �who have a ro-
mance and a respect for words.�  Though she feels called
to write, she cannot claim to be enamored of the pro-
cess.
    But what she can claim is the rich legacy of Black
women writers, which she illustrates with the contribu-
tions of women like Pearl Cleage, Toni Morrison, and
Phyllis Wheatley. She talks about them reverently, qui-
etly, and offers that Edwidge Danticat and Danzy Senna
are well on their way to expanding the legacy.  They are
two of the young writers to watch, Morgan-Murray be-
lieves.  In true fashion, she goes on to list E. Lynn Harris
among her favorite authors, noting that �Black folks
should be allowed to have high-brow and low-brow.
There�s no question about that.  I think that�s where we
get caught up.
    Her ready acceptance of both pop culture and the
intellectual elite leads to consideration of the language
in her book, which is a watercourse, flowing easily be-
tween street and academic, a writing style that has be-
come her trademark. She eschewed the option of writ-
ing Chickenheads in �completely academic language�
and chose to employ this arduous style because she
wanted it to be �the kind of conversation you have with
your girlfriends at two in the morning.�  She values the
language of such powwows, so when the sales depart-
ment at Simon & Schuster was perplexed by the term
�chickenhead,� and feared that readers wouldn�t �get�

it, like a boxer, Morgan-Murray went to work.  �Hip-hop
is about creating language,� she says, �and I wasn�t going
to backpedal off that.�  Admiringly, she observes, �The
beautiful thing about us as a people is that�we fuck up
language in such a lovely way.  No one can make it as
magical as we can.  So, I wasn�t going to sanitize it for the
sake of reviewers.�
    Having won the right to release her work on her terms,
Morgan-Murray is expanding her role in the magazine
world.  She is now an editor, a position she finds im-
mensely fulfilling.  She defines herself as an �ideas crea-
ture� who thrives in �the think tank atmosphere.  But,
more than that, I really like working with writers.�  It�s a
role she intends to fill for a while. With a new marriage
and a new baby, her priorities have shifted, and editing
leaves room for them to settle where they may.  As for
her next project, she�ll move when the spirit tells her.
�When I don�t have anything to say,� she shrugs, �I don�t
write.  I don�t feel the need to do that.  I have a column
on Oxygen.com� sometimes it�s really hard because I�m
like, �I don�t have anything to say right now.  I�m quiet.
I�m chilling.��
    She may be quiet now, but the dialogue she ignited
with Chickenheads has helped prod the hip-hop com-
munity into dealing with gender relations.  One conver-
sation with her and it becomes clear why it was Morgan-
Murray who stepped forward to provide the kindling.
It�s a �gray area� thing.  She is no stranger to the ivy that
encases the academy, or to the dreams deferred that lit-
ter ghetto streets.  She is a down girl with old-fashioned
notions of how the world ought to turn. Yet, she gives it
up for its cosmopolitan leanings.  She brought all of this
to the writing of Chickenheads, a book that could not
have been created by someone with a fondness for the
rigidity of black and white.
    �I think the problem with the black and white space is
that, if you feel a certain way, you become afraid to say it
because then someone yanks away your privilege card.
You can�t belong to that club anymore.�  Clearly, she pre-
fers the vantage point afforded by the apogee.  Through
words, she has found a way to use her own incongruities
to exemplify and assemble incongruous elements in so-
ciety.  Writing from this perspective, Morgan-Murray ad-
mits, is challenging �because it�s really easier to write in
absolutes, like, �ten ways to keep up,�� or ��ten things
that ruin your life.��  That she has chosen to walk the
thornier path speaks to the sincerity of her words. H

Joan Morgan-Murray
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Black Literary Rebirth

Lenard D. Moore
is founder and executive director of the Caro-
lina African American Writers� Collective. He
teaches Poetry Writing at North Carolina State
University. He is also a Cave Canem fellow
and recipient of the 1997 Margaret Walker
Creative Writing Award.

words on paper for us to read and follow today. We
must preserve these ideas and literary works for our
future readers . We must maintain our Black aesthetic
in literary writing. Forget the trendy phrasing, �The
Black Renaissance� and let�s call it �The Black Resur-
gence.� Because for us, it�s damn rare.

A Lesson on Twentieth
Century African American
Literature

by Lenard D. Moore

    The most pivotal period in African American lit-
erature occurred during the twentieth century. The
beginning and arguably the most significant era for
African American literature occurred during the Har-
lem Renaissance. By this time, African Americans
were eloquently and eagerly writing about Black life
and Black culture. In a sense, segregation informed
and fueled the powerful writing hands of these writ-
ers � many celebrated freedom in the great migra-
tion of African Americans to the North.
    The second pivotal period in African American lit-
erature of the twentieth century occurred during the
Black Arts Movement. In the 1960s, African Ameri-

can writers
wrote in search
of civil and so-
cial rights. This
m o m e n t o u s
era, both politi-
cally and spiri-
tually, enabled
these writers to
write with fire in

their pens. African American writers during this pe-
riod stressed institution building. For example, one
would certainly call to mind Amiri Baraka�s Spirit
House, Haki Madhubuti�s Third World Press, and
Dudley Randall�s Broadside Press, among other the-
aters and publishers.
    The third pivotal period in African American lit-
erature occurred during the 1990s. Black women
writers obtained a sense of freedom. Indeed, they

garnered more frequent publication and spotlight.
Naturally, these Black women writers contributed to
the popularity of books by and about African Ameri-
cans. On the other hand, during the 1990s, one could
not ignore the heavy influence of hip-hop on younger
African American writers, such as Kevin Powell,
Kupenda Auset, Wendell W. Ottley III, and Mendi
Lewis Townsend Obadike, among others. These writ-
ers� works are grounded in experimentation and popu-
lar culture. However, one might ponder Dr. Jerry W.
Ward, Jr.�s question. He asked the Carolina African
American Writers� Collective members to consider and
write a short essay: what was learned from the twen-
tieth century regarding African American literature?
In such careful consideration, the new wave of seri-
ous readers can understand that the mainstream did
not dictate the direction of African American litera-
ture. In addition, the same readers can understand
that African American literature is deeply connected
to Black life and Black culture. Readers can under-
stand how African American literature becomes the
history of a troubled past and they can also witness
and understand how African American literature has
transformed the American literary landscape. These
are mere samplings of lessons that readers can learn
from African American literature.
    American literary history cannot ignore the signifi-
cant impact of African American literature during the
twentieth century. Essentially, African American litera-
ture assisted with the meaningful approach to diver-
sify the curriculum. The result led to a greater under-
standing of a people by the mainstream. In such a
shift of awareness, readers can only achieve a rich
enlightenment at a time when Black literature seem-
ingly can speak for millions around the globe. In other
words, it is no accident that African American litera-
ture embodies truth, which readers seemingly seek
more and more from each new generation of writers.
Nonetheless, readers must study the significance of
all three pivotal periods in African American litera-
ture to fully understand the twentieth century. But the
third one, known as The New Black Renaissance, af-
fords readers the pleasure of witnessing a global flow-
ering of African American literature. Therefore, there
is no reason for anyone being ignorant of this dis-
tinctly rich literature. H
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ACROSS
1 Naylor�s �Mama�
4 _____ Anderson activist and author
7 West�s �______ Matters�
8 Matures
10 Resembling a mouse
11 Cults
13 Flow back
14 NAACP publishes �Woman�s ____�
(1894)
16 Ken Griffey�s headwear
17 Russian no
19 Author: �Just Give Me a Cool Drink
of Water �fore I Die�
20 Made �don�t count your chickens
before they hatch� popular
21 �North _____� Douglass� Rochester paper
24 Author: �Don�t Cry, Scream� a collection of
Poetry (1969)
28 Long period of time
29 Tribe, West African Coast during period of
Slave Trade
31 Penpoint
32 Father of Ras
34 A major division of a long or extended poem
36 Shock
37 Grow together
38 Bronze �_____�
39 Very skilled person

DOWN
1 Meat stew braised in red wine
2 Formed in 1817 to send free African-Americans
to Africa
3 Swahili He
4 Swahili Now

5 Period of human life
6 Brooks (1968) �In the _____�
7 Author of �Behind Closed Doors�
9 Remain
10 Hurston wrote about these and mules
12 Mineral spring
15 Bob Marley�s �Dreadlock _____�
18 �______ Baby� by Morrison (1981)
19 Miles per hour
21 Hughes �The Big ____� (1940)
22 �Uncle _____ Cabin�
23 Author Bunckley
25 �____ Allen� Brooks Pulitzer (1950)
26 Was Cat Woman in Batman
27 Tribe, West African Coast during period of
Slave Trade
29 Hurston�s first �Jonah�s Gourd ____�
30 The Funkadelic�s �_____ Prick�
33 �Cuttin� the ____ Under A Moonlit Sky�
 by Sharony Andrews Green
35 Formed in South Africa in 1912

[  c  r  o  s  s  w  o  r  d   p  u  z  z  l  e  ]

Crossword puzzle provided by Troy Johnson/www.aalbc.com
Answers on page 49
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has honed her skills as a highly evocative storyteller.
She states simply, �I think there�s power in the word
to heal. I think I always write with a sense of hopeful-
ness.�
    In Soul Kiss, the main character evolves within the
context of a traumatic childhood and adolescence. In
Black Girl in Paris, the heroine of the story takes on
adventure and survival in a foreign city to connect
with the power of her creative voice. Shay feels that
in writing the novel, �You have much more control
over the work when you�re a single, solitary writer,
alone in your room, orchestrating this whole world.
That�s really interesting and exciting for me.�
    Critical acclaim for her prose often describes it as
erotic, lush, lyrical, poetic. Shay says, �I think those
things come through, but also I like to experiment.�
As a result, she often finds creative influences in a
variety of cultural mediums including art, literature
and music. She also admits, �I�m really influenced by
poetry and really inspired by poetic imagery. I have a
lot of friends who are poets, who give me books of
poetry to expand my idea of language, of ways in
which to use language, and ways in which to squeeze
it so you hear music. And that�s kind of what I want in
the work. I want it to be almost tactile.�
     Of the creative process, she adds, �I�m obsessed
with the mother-daughter relationship. My mother
died when I was about two years old so I think in all
of my work I�m trying to find some answers around
the mother-daughter relationship. A lot of people as-
sume that my work parallels my life and there are in-
cidents that parallel, but the fact is, it says �novel� on
each one of them, that they are works of fiction. What
I do try to do is make sure that the emotions are hon-
est, that the emotional geography is 100 percent true.�
     She is able to achieve this accuracy and insight, in
part, by getting away from daily distractions as often
as possible to get down to the business of writing.
While writing her two novels, Shay spent time at a
writers colony. It was through this literary ritual that
she was able to allow herself to see the world through
her characters� eyes. �I do tend to write about char-
acters who have a dream or who have this great de-
sire and they take a risk to try and get it�sometimes
they do and sometimes they don�t. But you won�t get
anything if you sit waiting for something to happen to

you, you have to make things happen.�
    Having explored some of the more traditional
themes in literature such as coming of age, loss, be-
longing, and self-discovery, Shay Youngblood has found
an audience who has been both inspired and encour-
aged by her work. �At every reading on my two-week
book tour, some young woman has come up to me
and said, �I was a Black girl in Paris,� or told me that
the story that I wrote resonated for her.� It is encoun-
ters like these that give Shay the sense that she is do-
ing her job as a writer.
     Next on Shay Youngblood�s creative agenda is an-
other novel, and possibly a play. It is clear that she is
inspired. �Doing this work, I never expected to be able
to make a living. I do it because I love it and I�ll keep
doing it because I love it. I�ve been fortunate for the
last year and a half to be a full-time writer�which is
incredible�and I�m still amazed.�  H

most situations is what I expect. Letting a child know
that he/she is special is what I expect. The fact that
these things are not happening enough in classrooms
throughout America, especially in inner-city class-
rooms, is this point on which the proponents of SEPP
and I can agree. We can also agree about this: the
historical failure of the American educational system
to recognize the importance of providing education
in the proper cultural context is deplorable. The mes-
sage has been that either African Americans have no
culture to include, or what does exist is not worthy of
inclusion.
    In the final analysis, it does not matter whether the
language that will bar African American youth from
opportunities originates from an ancient distant home-
land or the home they live in. Piccaninnies, Aunt
Jemimas, and yes, welfare mothers and illiterate eye-
witnesses are us, and we are them. What matters is
that if we are sincere about including the significant
numbers of African Americans who are alienated from
the mainstream, we can accept no less than the ideals
put forth by the SEPP proponents. There be some fixin�
to do. H

Shay Youngblood

Ebonics
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Boston. �These physical journeys represented our in-
ternal migration, the movement of one state of our
lives to another.�
    But why make public the emotional and physical
changes of women who struggled to find a place for
themselves? �I didn�t set out to make my
grandmother�s and mother�s lives public. The point
was to try to understand the past on an intimate
level.� Tarpley�s project began with the aim of seeing
how the past was reflected in the present. Inspired
by the stories of historical movements, the focus even-
tually narrowed to the two women with whom she
was closest. In hearing her grandmother and mother�s
stories, Tarpley recognized recurring themes as well
as the need to celebrate women. But the task of weav-
ing past and present, flashbacks, letters, and poetic
soliloquies wasn�t easy. Tarpley states, �I couldn�t seem
to break [it] down into manageable pieces. The book
is written in a series of short vignettes or snapshots. I
chose this structure because it was not my intent to
write an autobiography or biography of my mother
and grandmother. The snapshots allowed me to cap-
ture important moments in each of the women�s lives,
like postcards from each point in their development.
I chose the first person because it is immediate. I
didn�t want to define them [through] third person nar-
ration. I wanted the women to speak.�
     Since interactions with men triggered many of the
experiences faced by these women, why not give the
men a voice, too? Tarpley states, �My grandmother
used to call out the names of the girls to the large
pile of dirty dishes waiting while the boys were free
to return to their play. We formed a bond amongst
ourselves [while washing dishes]; a warm comfort-
able space that my brother and other men may not
have had. My father died when I was twelve. I didn�t
have the chance to get to know him. I am trying to
get to know my father by asking my family questions
about him and his life.� As a child, Tarpley thought
her father didn�t love her. Now, as an adult she thinks
differently. �I�ve learned that people�s actions are
complex. My father and grandfather were no differ-
ent. They were strong, intelligent, passionate, intense
men who were balancing the responsibilities of tak-
ing care of a family with their own expectations of
self. I don�t think they knew how to express all the

things that were going on in their minds and hearts.�
     Part 1 of Girl in the Mirror is titled �Movement
and Rest,� which is the vignette of Tarpley�s grand-
mother. Part 2, �Resurrection,� is her mother�s jour-
ney. Part 3, �Evolution of Love,� is Tarpley�s snapshot.
I wondered if she would name the next generation
and what it would be called. Tarpley responds, �I think
part 4 would be called �Freedom�, because the book
is about finding a sense of freedom and peace within
yourself.� The book seems to represent the natural
ebb and flow of life and the search for freedom that
causes many of us to move to discover, rest to learn
and absorb, move on again to discover more or per-
haps even to rediscover. From reading Tarpley�s mem-
oir it becomes clear that the past is like fuel for the
soul�it sustains, making the future a possibility.
     �I understand why people don�t want to look back.
The past is heavy. But to me, the past is vital. History
informs the ways in which we move forward. We must
maintain a connection to it and the spirits who live
there.�
    Natasha Tarpley has also written a children�s book,
I Love My Hair, and has edited the anthology entitled
Testimony: Young African-Americans on Self-discovery
and Black Identity. H

Natasha Tarpley

CROSSWORD PUZZLE ANSWERS
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lover, Rowe.
    Despite Rowe�s open dislike for each, Verdi des-
perately strives to maintain a healthy and loving
relationship with her only cousin Kitt, Kitt�s seven-
year old mute daughter Sage, who Verdi clearly
loves as her own, and her man-loving aunt Posie.
    Ingeniously displaying the history of the pam-
pered princess of the south to the gifted adored
college student, McKinney-Whetstone painstakingly
introduces us to
Verdi�s unimaginable
life of love, lust and
drugs.
    We learn of Verdi�s
once innocent rela-
tionship with Johnson,
the well loved and re-
spected �Big Man on
Campus,�  and about
Johnson�s reaction to
the pressure of an
emotionally depen-
dent mother, as well as
the loss of three brothers, one to war, one to prison,
and one to a better life after a fortunate escape
from the mean streets of Philadelphia. Johnson�s
small time drug use becomes out of control and
Verdi�s quest to understand his addiction leads to
her own. Having become a junkie and coming off
a serious �jones,� Verdi�s desperate attempt to get
high results in a near death experience in which
she is found and nursed back to health by her pro-
fessor, Rowe, and his wife Penda. Twenty years later,
Johnson, clean cut and professional himself, resur-
faces and struggles to become a part of Verdi�s new
life, providing a test to her faith and willpower and
a threat to Rowe.
    Of McKinney-Whetstone�s three novels, Blues
Dancing paints a vivid portrait that mirrors many
experiences in America. McKinney-Whetstone�s
ability to creatively introduce these characters and
scenarios, in addition to telling a well-written story,
enhances the novel and places her on the plateau
that is  a notch above contemporary popular fic-
tion. H
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Mosaic is looking for an Advertising

Representative to help acquire ads

for placement in this magazine. Must

have previous knowledge in adver-

tising and marketing and the ability

to work independently. Earn up to

20% in commissions. If interested

please contact us at:

(718) 432-1445 / (603) 761-8150 fax

magazine@mosaicbooks.com

Funky hairdo not required.
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To be young, gifted and black is cool

but to be wise, gifted and black is even better!
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